In the present work, we studied the q-deformed Morse and harmonic oscillator systems with appropriate canonical commutation algebra. The analytic solutions for eigenfunctions and energy eigenvalues are worked out using time-independent Schrödinger equation and It is also noted that these wave functions are sensitive to variation in the parameters involved.
Introduction
Quantum groups and q-deformed algebras have been the subject of intense study and investigation in the last decade. In the past few years, a q-deformed harmonic oscillator was introduced [1] [2] [3] and then inspiring of such deformation, quantum groups and q-deformations have found applications in various branches of physics and chemistry, specially, they have been utilized to express electronic conductance in disordered metals and doped semi conductors [4] , to analyze the phonon spectrum in 4 He [5] , to specify the oscillatory-rotational spectra of diatomic [6] and multi-atomic molecules [7] . As the main application of quantum groups, q-deformed quantum mechanics [8, 9] was developed by generalizing the standard quantum mechanics which was based on the Heisenberg commutation relation (the Heisenberg algebra). Furthermore, quantum q-analogues of several fundamental notions and models in quantum mechanics have been mentioned such as phase space [10] , uncertainty relation [11, 12] , density matrix [13] , harmonic oscillator [1, 2, 10] , hydrogen atom [14] , creation and annihilation operators and coherent states [1, 2, [15] [16] [17] [18] so that they reduce to their standard counterparts as q → 1. It can also be interpreted that some properties of generalized q-variables are notably different from the properties of the standard quantum mechanics because of imposing the deformation.
Recently, some efforts have been made to solve various problems of quantum mechanics by the Lie algebraic methods. These methods have been the subject of interest in many fields of physics and chemistry. For example these methods provide a way to obtain the wave functions of potentials in nuclear and polyatomic molecules [19] . On the other hand, the deformed algebras are deformed versions of the usual Lie algebras which are obtained by introducing a deformation parameter q. The deformed algebras provide appropriate tools for describing systems which cannot be described by the ordinary Lie algebras. with this motivation,we studied the q-deformed Morse and harmonic potential in the nonrelativistic time-independent Schrödinger equation. The present paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2, a kind of deformation of quantum mechanics is introduced. Then as first study in such deformation, q-deformed Morse system has been investigated in Sect. 3. Furthermore, q-deformed harmonic oscillator is studied in Sec. 4 and finally, concluding remarks are given in sect. 5.
The Classical Oscillator Algebra
The classical oscillator algebra is defined by the canonical commutation relations [18, 19] :
where N is called a number operator and it is assumed to be hermitian. The first deformation was accomplished by Arik and Coon [22] as follows:
where the relation between the number operator and step operators becomes
where a q-number is defined as
3 THE Q-DEFORMED MORSE POTENTIAL The Jackson derivative is defined as [23] 
which reduces to the ordinary derivative when q → 1. If we introduce the coordinate realization of the deformed momentum ∂ q =h i ∂ q x , we can obtain the q-deformed Schrödinger equation of the form
But, this equation is not easily solved for some potentials which has an analytic solutions in the limit q → 1. Recently, another type of q-deformed theory appeared in statistical physics, which was first proposed by Tsallis [24, 25] . He used the q-deformed logarithm instead of an ordinary logarithm in defining the entropy called a Tsallis entropy.
The q-deformed Morse Potential
In this section, we demonstrate the viability of the canonical algebra as discussed in Section 2 for obtaining energy eigenvalue and eigenfunctions for q-deformed Morse potential. The time-independent Schrödinger equation is given by
where
By using changing variable X = 1 q ln (1 + q |x|), Eq. (7) reduces to:
Now considering the q-deformed Morse potential [26, 27] of the form
and by putting s = e −β(X−X 0 ) , Eq. (9) becomes
Now solving Eq. (11) eigenfunction can be written as
and the energy eigenvalue is
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The q-deformed harmonic oscillator
The q-deformed harmonic oscillator [16, 28] is given by
where m and ω are the mass and frequency of oscillator. Now substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (9) and by using changing variable s = mω h X 2 we obtain
For further convenience, we apply the gauge transformation U (s) = e −s/2 χ (s) which leads to
The Eq. (16) is identified as the Kummer differential equation. In view of the above equations, the even and odd eigenfunctions may be, respectively, expressed as [29] U even = N n e − mω 2h
where N n is the normalization constant. However, the even and odd eigenfunctions may be combined and the stationary states of the relativistic oscillator are
The energy eigenvalues of spin-zero particles bound in this oscillator potential may be found using (15) . Therefore, the energy for even and odd states can be written as
where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..... are the integers. Note that Eq. (19) is in agreement with the energy of the harmonic oscillator.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced the q-deformed morse and harmonic oscillator potential functions in the light of canonical commutation algebra. we have computed the energy eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions for these potentials in one-dimensional nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation. The exact solution for the eigenfunction is obtained in terms of Laguerre polynomial for Morse potential. However, in case of harmonic oscillator, even and odd eigenfunctions are obtained in terms of Hermite polynomials. It is also noted that the function behavior depends on the variation of q-deformed parameter as well as the strength of the potential parameter. Moreover, it is worth to mention that in the limit case, results in ordinary quantum mechanics can be recovered.
